Release Notes
These Release Notes outline changes made to Panviva (version 19.06) that may directly affect users.

Features
Notifications for Document Owner
upon feedback creation*
Users that are added to ‘Document Owner’
Permissions in the Document Management
view can now be notified upon feedback
creation. Notifications for feedback will be
received in the message centre.
Please note: Existing users that have ‘roles’
added to ‘Document Owner’ permissions will
not receive the notifications for feedback. The
users must be explicitly entered as Document
Owners.

Assigning feedback to another
Feedback admin (7933)*
Authors and feedback admins can assign or
re-assign feedback to another Feedback
admin in the Feedback Management window.
For feedback admin to be displayed in
assignee list, the feedback admin ‘role’ or
‘user’ must be explicitly added to ‘Read’
permissions in ‘Document Management’ view.
This feature will be beneficial for users
requiring a hierarchy of admins who manage
feedback submissions.
Please note: For this feature to be available,
ensure ‘Feedback Admin’ feature is turned on.
*These features are only available if the
Collaboration Hub (Advanced Feedback)
feature has been enabled.

Fixes
Error while updating a workflow (6711)
Users reported an error while modifying an
existing workflow, where the name would
revert to the old workflow name. This is fixed.

Document links stops working when
using SSO authentication (3693)
Users accessing document link when using
SSO authentication for login were directed to
the welcome page instead of the desired
document. This has now been fixed.

2006 Error for Manual Workflow (4407)
Improvements have been made to the way the
system processes manual workflows. Users are
unlikely to experience an error while trying to
view a workflow.

Document Access Details Analytics
Report - Export Full Data Issue (8225)
System stability issues with the Export Full
Data for the Document Access Details analytics
report when large amount of data is required
to be exported is resolved. Measures have
been put in place to queue up full data export
requests so that multiple requests don’t
overload the system. This may contribute to
longer background task processing times for
large reports or during peak periods. This is to
ensure stable system performance. The 10,000
record limit for full data export has been
removed by this improvement.
Please note that during periods of longer
processing times, the export will complete in
due course. Repeating the full data export is
not advised and may extend processing
time.
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If this is you, and you love what we’re doing,
or you have some product feedback, please
let us know at support@panviva.com
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